CHAPTER 238

DISTRICT ATTORNEYS

SENATE BILL 10-070

BY SENATOR(S) Kester, Bacon;
also REPRESENTATIVE(S) McCann, Labuda, Murray, Stephens.

AN ACT

Concerning a statutory mechanism for the referral of a ballot question regarding
the term limit of a district attorney.

Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the State of Colorado:

SECTION 1. Article 4 of title 1, Colorado Revised Statutes, is amended by
the addition of a new part to read:

PART 14
DISTRICT ATTORNEY TERM LIMIT
BALLOT QUESTIONS

1-4-1401. Legislative declaration. (1) The General Assembly hereby finds,

determines, affirms, and declares that:

(a) District attorneys are nonjudicial elected officials subject to the

limitations on terms of office imposed by section 11 of article XVIII of the

state constitution;

(b) Judicial districts are political subdivisions of the state with

political control by a community other than the state as a whole, and

district attorneys continue to exhibit a fundamental characteristic of

representing the people of the judicial district in order to protect their

health, safety, and welfare; and

(c) Judicial districts do not have a clearly identified governing body

with the explicit authority to call and conduct elections.

(2) Therefore, it is the intent of the General Assembly that this part 14
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PROVIDE AN EXPLICIT STATUTORY MECHANISM FOR THE REFERRAL OF BALLOT QUESTIONS THAT SEEK TO LENGTHEN, SHORTEN, OR ELIMINATE THE LIMITATIONS ON TERMS OF OFFICE FOR A DISTRICT ATTORNEY TO THE ELIGIBLE ELECTORS OF A JUDICIAL DISTRICT PURSUANT TO SUBSECTION (2) OF SECTION 11 OF ARTICLE XVIII OF THE STATE CONSTITUTION.

1-4-1402. Applicability of part. This part 14 shall apply to any ballot question that seeks to lengthen, shorten, or eliminate the limitations on terms of office for a district attorney pursuant to subsection (2) of section 11 of article XVIII of the state constitution. Elections in which such ballot questions appear on the ballot shall be conducted pursuant to the provisions of this code unless otherwise provided for in this part 14.

1-4-1403. Referral of question in single-county judicial districts. For a judicial district whose territory is comprised entirely of one county, the board of county commissioners for that county shall be the governing body to refer any ballot question to the eligible electors of the judicial district regarding the lengthening, shortening, or elimination of the limitation on terms of office for the district attorney of the judicial district.

1-4-1404. Referral of question in multiple-county judicial districts. (1) For a judicial district whose territory is comprised of more than one county, the boards of county commissioners of each county situated within the judicial district shall be the governing bodies to refer any ballot question to the eligible electors of their respective counties regarding the lengthening, shortening, or elimination of the limitation on terms of office for the district attorney of the judicial district imposed by section 11 of article XVIII of the state constitution.

(2) Any such ballot question shall appear on the ballot in each county situated within the judicial district at the same election. The wording of the ballot question shall be substantially identical in each county situated within the judicial district and the alphabetical, numerical, or alphanumerical designation used to identify the measure shall be identical on each ballot that includes the measure.

(3) Notwithstanding any other provision of law, if such a measure is approved by the eligible electors of a county situated within the judicial district but was not referred to or approved by the eligible electors of each county situated within the judicial district at the same election or if the wording of the measure was not substantially identical in each county situated within the judicial district, such measure shall be deemed void.

1-4-1405. Coordinated or general election ballot. (1) Any ballot question that seeks to lengthen, shorten, or eliminate the limitations on terms of office for a district attorney shall only be submitted to the voters of a judicial district at a coordinated or general election.
(2) Any such ballot question shall appear on the official ballot used in each county in a judicial district and shall be a separate question from any other ballot questions seeking to lengthen, shorten, or eliminate the limitations on terms of office for any other elected officials.

1-4-1406. County clerk and recorder designated election official - certification of results to secretary of state. (1) In addition to his or her duties regarding the general survey of returns specified in article 10 of this title, the county clerk and recorder of any county referring a ballot question seeking to lengthen, shorten, or eliminate the limitations on terms of office for a district attorney shall:

(a) Act as the designated election official for the election in which the ballot question appears on the ballot; and

(b) No later than the eighteenth day after the election in which the ballot question appears on the ballot, certify the total number of votes cast for and against the ballot question and transmit the certification to the secretary of state.

(2) Upon receipt of the certifications transmitted pursuant to paragraph (b) of subsection (1) of this section, the secretary of state shall compile the results received from each county situated within the judicial district and determine whether the measure was approved by the eligible electors of the judicial district as a whole. The secretary shall certify the results in the manner provided by law.

1-4-1407. Initiative - petition. (1) (a) Notwithstanding any other provision of law, the registered electors of a county may submit to the board of county commissioners of the county a proposed ballot question regarding lengthening, shortening, or eliminating of the limitation on terms of office for the district attorney of the judicial district imposed by section 11 of article XVIII of the state constitution. The registered electors may commence the initiative process by filing written notice of the proposed ballot question with the county clerk and recorder and subsequently, within one hundred eighty days after approval of the petition pursuant to subsection (2) of this section but no less than one hundred forty days prior to the next scheduled coordinated or general election, by filing a petition signed by registered electors of the county in an amount equal to at least five percent of the total number of votes cast in the county for all candidates for the office of district attorney at the previous general election.

(b) Upon the receipt and verification of the initiative petition pursuant to this section, the board of county commissioners shall refer the proposed ballot question, in the form petitioned for, to the registered electors of the county at the next scheduled coordinated or general election, whichever occurs first.

(2) (a) Each initiative petition filed pursuant to subsection (1) of this section shall be printed in a form consistent with this subsection (2). No
PETITION SHALL BE PRINTED OR CIRCULATED UNLESS THE FORM AND THE FIRST PRINTER’S PROOF OF THE PETITION SECTION HAVE FIRST BEEN SUBMITTED TO THE COUNTY CLERK AND RECORDER APPROVED BY THE COUNTY CLERK AND RECORDER. THE COUNTY CLERK AND RECORDER SHALL APPROVE OR REJECT THE FORM AND THE FIRST PRINTER’S PROOF OF THE PETITION NO LATER THAN FIVE BUSINESS DAYS FOLLOWING THE DATE ON WHICH THE COUNTY CLERK AND RECORDER RECEIVED SUCH MATERIAL. THE COUNTY CLERK AND RECORDER SHALL ASSURE THAT THE PETITION SECTION CONTAINS ONLY THOSE ELEMENTS REQUIRED BY THIS SECTION AND CONTAINS NO EXTRANEOUS MATERIAL.

(b) EACH PETITION SECTION SHALL DESIGNATE BY NAME AND MAILING ADDRESS TWO PERSONS WHO SHALL REPRESENT THE PROPONENTS THEREOF ON ALL MATTERS AFFECTING THE INITIATIVE PETITION AND TO WHOM ALL NOTICES OR INFORMATION CONCERNING THE PETITION SHALL BE MAILED.

(c) (I) AT THE TOP OF EACH PAGE OF EVERY INITIATIVE PETITION SECTION, THE FOLLOWING SHALL BE PRINTED, IN A FORM AS PRESCRIBED BY THE COUNTY CLERK AND RECORDER:

"WARNING: IT IS AGAINST THE LAW:
FOR ANYONE TO SIGN ANY INITIATIVE PETITION WITH ANY NAME OTHER THAN HIS OR HER OWN, OR TO KNOWINGLY SIGN HIS OR HER NAME MORE THAN ONCE FOR THE SAME MEASURE, OR TO KNOWINGLY SIGN A PETITION WHEN NOT A REGISTERED ELECTOR WHO IS ELIGIBLE TO VOTE ON THE MEASURE.

DO NOT SIGN THIS PETITION UNLESS YOU ARE A REGISTERED ELECTOR AND ELIGIBLE TO VOTE ON THIS MEASURE. TO BE A REGISTERED ELECTOR, YOU MUST BE A CITIZEN OF COLORADO AND REGISTERED TO VOTE.

DO NOT SIGN THIS PETITION UNLESS YOU HAVE READ OR HAVE HAD READ TO YOU THE PROPOSED INITIATIVE OR THE SUMMARY IN ITS ENTIRETY AND UNDERSTAND ITS MEANING."

(II) A SUMMARY OF THE PROPOSED BALLOT QUESTION THAT IS THE SUBJECT OF AN INITIATIVE PETITION SHALL BE PRINTED FOLLOWING THE WARNING ON EACH PAGE OF A PETITION SECTION. THE SUMMARY SHALL BE TRUE AND IMPARTIAL AND SHALL NOT BE AN ARGUMENT, OR LIKELY TO CREATE PREJUDICE, EITHER FOR OR AGAINST THE MEASURE. THE SUMMARY SHALL BE PREPARED BY THE COUNTY CLERK AND RECORDER.

(IV) The signature pages shall consist of the warning and the summary, followed by ruled lines numbered consecutively for registered electors' signatures. If a petition section contains multiple signature pages, all signature lines shall be numbered consecutively, from the first signature page through the last. The signature pages shall follow the page or pages on which the full text of the proposed ballot question that is the subject of the initiative petition is printed.

(3) (a) Following the signature pages of each petition section, there shall be attached a signed, notarized, and dated affidavit executed by the person who circulated the petition section, which shall include the following:

(I) The affiant's printed name, the address at which the affiant resides, including the affiant's street name and number, municipality, and county, and the date the affiant signed the affidavit;

(II) That the affiant has read and understands the laws governing the circulation of initiative petitions;

(III) That the affiant was eighteen years of age or older at the time the petition section was circulated and signed by the listed electors;

(IV) That the affiant circulated the petition section;

(V) That each signature thereon was affixed in the affiant's presence;

(VI) That each signature thereon is the signature of the person whose name it purports to be;

(VII) That, to the best of the affiant's knowledge and belief, each of the persons signing the initiative petition section was, at the time of signing, a registered elector; and

(VIII) That the affiant has not paid or will not in the future pay and that the affiant believes that no other person has paid or will pay, directly or indirectly, any money or other thing of value to any signer for the purpose of inducing or causing such signer to affix the signer's signature to the initiative petition.

(b) The county clerk and recorder shall not accept for filing any petition section that does not have attached thereto the notarized affidavit required by paragraph (a) of this subsection (3). Any disassembly of a petition section that has the effect of separating the affidavit from the signature page or pages shall render that petition section invalid and of no force and effect.

(c) Any signature added to a petition section after the affidavit has been executed shall be invalid.

(d) All petition sections shall be prenumbered serially.
(e) Any petition section that fails to conform to the requirements of this section or that is circulated in a manner other than that permitted by this section shall be invalid.

(4) The circulation of any petition section other than personally by a circulator is prohibited. No petition section shall be circulated by any person who is not eighteen years of age or older at the time the petition section is circulated.

(5) Any initiative petition shall be signed only by registered electors who are eligible to vote on the measure. Each registered elector shall sign his or her own signature and shall print his or her name, the address at which he or she resides, including the street number and name, the city or town, and the county, and the date of signing. Each registered elector signing a petition shall be encouraged by the circulator of the petition to sign the petition in ink. In the event a registered elector is physically unable to sign the petition or is illiterate and wishes to sign the petition, the elector shall sign and make his or her mark in the space so provided. Any person, but not a circulator, may assist the disabled or illiterate elector in completing the remaining information required by this section. The person providing assistance shall sign his or her name and address and shall state that such assistance was given to the signor.

(6) (a) The county clerk and recorder shall inspect timely filed initiative petitions and the attached affidavits, and may do so by examining the information on signature lines for patent defects, by comparing the information on signature lines against a list of registered electors of the county.

(b) After examining the initiative petition, the county clerk and recorder shall issue a statement as to whether a sufficient number of valid signatures have been submitted. A copy of the statement shall be mailed to the persons designated as representing the petition proponents pursuant to paragraph (b) of subsection (2) of this section.

(c) The statement of sufficiency or insufficiency shall be issued no later than thirty calendar days after the initiative petition has been filed. If the county clerk and recorder fails to issue a statement within thirty calendar days, the petition shall be deemed sufficient.

(7) (a) Within forty days after an initiative petition is filed, a protest in writing under oath may be filed in the office of the county clerk and recorder by any registered elector who resides in the county, setting forth specifically the grounds for such protest. The grounds for protest may include, but shall not be limited to, the failure of any portion of a petition or circulator affidavit to meet the requirements of this section. No signature may be challenged that is not identified in the protest by section and line number. The county clerk and recorder shall forthwith mail a copy of such protest to the persons designated as representing the petition proponents pursuant to paragraph (b) of subsection (2) of this section and to the protester, together with a notice fixing a time for
HEARING SUCH PROTEST THAT IS NOT LESS THAN FIVE OR MORE THAN TEN DAYS
AFTER SUCH NOTICE IS MAILED.

(b) THE COUNTY CLERK AND RECORDER SHALL FURNISH A REQUESTING
PROTESTER WITH A LIST OF THE REGISTERED ELECTORS IN THE COUNTY AND SHALL
CHARGE A FEE TO COVER THE COST OF FURNISHING THE LIST.

(c) EVERY HEARING SHALL BE HELD BEFORE THE COUNTY CLERK AND RECORDER
WITH WHOM SUCH PROTEST IS FILED. THE COUNTY CLERK AND RECORDER SHALL
SERVE AS HEARING OFFICER UNLESS SOME OTHER PERSON IS DESIGNATED BY THE
BOARD OF COUNTY COMMISSIONERS AS THE HEARING OFFICER, AND THE TESTIMONY
IN EVERY SUCH HEARING SHALL BE UNDER OATH. THE HEARING OFFICER SHALL
HAVE THE POWER TO ISSUE SUBPOENAS AND COMPULS THE ATTENDANCE OF
WITNESSES. THE HEARING SHALL BE SUMMARY AND NOT SUBJECT TO DELAY AND
SHALL BE CONCLUDED WITHIN SIXTY DAYS AFTER THE PETITION IS FILED. NO LATER
THAN FIVE DAYS AFTER THE CONCLUSION OF THE HEARING, THE HEARING OFFICER
SHALL ISSUE A WRITTEN DETERMINATION OF WHETHER THE PETITION IS SUFFICIENT
OR NOT SUFFICIENT. IF THE HEARING OFFICER DETERMINES THAT A PETITION IS NOT
SUFFICIENT, THE OFFICER SHALL IDENTIFY THOSE PORTIONS OF THE PETITION THAT
ARE NOT SUFFICIENT AND THE REASONS THEREFOR. THE RESULT OF THE HEARING
SHALL BE FORTHWITH CERTIFIED TO THE PROTESTER AND TO THE PERSONS
DESIGNATED AS REPRESENTING THE PETITION PROPONENTS PURSUANT TO
PARAGRAPH (b) OF SUBSECTION (2) OF THIS SECTION. THE DETERMINATION AS TO
PETITION SUFFICIENCY MAY BE REVIEWED BY THE DISTRICT COURT FOR THE COUNTY
UPON APPLICATION OF THE PROTESTER, THE PERSONS DESIGNATED AS REPRESENTING
THE PETITION PROPONENTS, OR THE COUNTY, BUT SUCH REVIEW SHALL BE HAD AND
DETERMINED FORTHWITH.

(8) THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY FINDS THE PROVISIONS OF THIS SECTION ARE A
MATTER OF STATEWIDE CONCERN AND SHALL APPLY TO ALL COUNTIES, INCLUDING
HOME RULE COUNTIES, AND TO THE CITY AND COUNTY OF DENVER AND THE CITY
AND COUNTY OF BROOMFIELD.

1-4-1408. Prior actions not affected. DISTRICT ATTORNEY TERM LIMIT BALLOT
QUESTIONS APPROVED BY THE VOTERS OF ANY JUDICIAL DISTRICT PRIOR TO THE
EFFECTIVE DATE OF THIS PART 14 ARE NOT AFFECTED BY THE ENACTMENT OF THIS
PART 14 AND SHALL REMAIN VALID.

SECTION 2. Effective date - applicability. This act shall take effect upon
passage and shall apply to district attorney term limit ballot questions referred to
voters on or after the effective date of this act.

SECTION 3. Safety clause. The general assembly hereby finds, determines,
and declares that this act is necessary for the immediate preservation of the public
peace, health, and safety.

Approved: May 20, 2010